Sassafras News
Special Edition – Learning Remotely. Term Week 2
Over the last few weeks communication to parents
and carers has been continual from both teachers
and myself so rather than a newsletter for parents
this newsletter is more for the students.
This week I was asked by a few students if they
could see some of there friends work over this
period. As this will help them stay connected to
their peers and give them feedback that they are
working as part of a bigger group even though
they cannot immediately see what others are
doing. I will be choosing work that I know are students great efforts to encourage them to
continue to work hard for both intrinsic rewards (how good it makes you feel when you
have done a great job) and for extrinsic recognition (showing others how well you have
been working).
Please enjoy a snapshot of some of our worderful work from over the past two weeks.

As meerkat tiptoed forwards, Noel
was dragging his old lazy self along
mumbling "Are we there yet?" "No we
still have like a whole kilometre of
this creepy ghost town to go".
"Nooooo!" Noel screams "Be quiet! We
are in a ghost town and if you scream
like you just did Monsters will come
out. And worst of all it's nearly
midnight" Meerkat said angrily at
Noel. "So we are in for a big uh oh?" asked Noel. "We are indeed in a big uh oh" said Meerkat.

Those who fought in the wars or peace
keeping missions knew that they were risking
their lives, but they did it so other people
could have lives. They knew the sacrifice
that they were making by going into wars or
peace keeping missions. They were not able
to celebrate their children’s birthdays,
missing the days where they went on walks
past the lush beautiful forests which they
admired or even sometimes losing their lives.
In a book I have recently read “Grandpas
Great Escape” one of the main characters
has made such sacrifice. His mind was
changed by the war, it altered his view of
reality making him think he was reliving the
horrors of his past. However, he sacrificed

his sanity for the greater good, to keep his
country safe, to protect other countries and
to protect the ones he loved. We can never
truly repay those who served at war for
what they did for us, but the least we can
do is to remember them and always be
thankful for what they did. We should
Remember them for keeping our country

free and remember them for helping others
have the privilege to live a life free. These
were the incredible people that made the
ultimate sacrifice for us and the entire
society.

Thank you for protecting the country and
making sacrifices like putting your lives on the
line. You protected the country and everyone
in it and stopped it from turning into a war
zone. Your sacrifices included leaving your
family and friends and living in horrible
conditions. We are making small sacrifices
compared to what you made during those dark
few years that you were at
war. Don't forget that we
appreciate what you have
done and we will always thank
you and think of you.

Two Giraffes decided to have dinner together. One named Perry, and one
named Kay. They were friends, only starting to know about each other.
Perry decided to go to Maya’s Restaurant. Maya was one of Perry’s best
friend. Maya’s Restaurant was for giraffes only. They decided to both get
the Delicious-Sounding-Leaf-Salad. Kay chose for the Salad to have some
Oats in. Kay Loves Oats. Perry Wanted the Salad to have extra leaves in.
Perry Loves Extras. They both ate their food, suddenly, Kay noticed a
painting beside him. He thought it looked good. He told Perry about it.

Perry loved it too. Then
when they were done
eating, they got up. Then
they both noticed... They
didn’t have to crouch, The
Roof was big! They were
glad Maya’s Restaurant had
a huge roof. Then they paid
Maya a good tip. They
Decided to go off back to
their homes.

THE CAT IN THE HAT🐱👤😁 On a sunny but rainy day there was
nothing to play so me and Ollie sat inside aside the fish tank. SMASH!!!!
CRASH!!!! went the glass door poor brother Ollie had passed out "oh what
is this I see in my house" said I with a surprised look on my face because
it was a box, a big old box, POOF!!!! went the box "surprise surprise" said a
cat in a hat. how that surprise made me jump how that surprise made me
bump against the wall. "Well what are you doing on this beautiful day when
there is lots to play on this beautiful day" said The Cat In The Hat "but
there is noting to play on this terrible day" said I "oh yes there is on this
wonderful day" said The Cat In The Hat "like what" "well we could rob
some banks, or look at the fish tank" but that's illegal" (I'm going to have
to stop it there sry)

